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INTRODUCTION

The present work studies the speech of a standard Southern-

Midland speaker of American English. The informant is a resident

and native of Charlotte, North Carolina, belonging to the área

of the Apalachians and the Blue Ridge Mountains, which goes from

the Pennsylvania line to northern Geórgia .There is no dominant

population center in this área and the speech features can occur

either in the South or the South Midland.

METHOD

This study was based on a questionnaire, part of a project

at the Center for American English of the Illinois Institute of

Technology.

The material contains 239 questions and a text to be read.

Ali the material was recorded, the informant being questioned,

asked to read the text and finally, asked to speak freely. Two

3-hour interviews were required to complete the recording.

The researcher accounted mostly for vowel sounds used is

significant environments, like when they occur before r, 1 stops

and nasais, the production of the th sounds, clusters, and major

consonants.

To help the distribution and organization of the sounds, a

test used by Labov was checked as a model. The words were dis-

placed in groups according to specific environments and needs. A

descrlption of each group and its peculiarities follows the examples

which are shown with phonetic transcription.This transcription is

meant to be as closer to the actual sound as possible.For this

purpose and reason,as for better comprehension of this paper, a

descrlption of the used symbols follows this introduction.

William Labov, Study oi Honitandand Engliih.
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tIST OF PHONETIC SYMBOLS AND DIACRITICS

/ / used to indicate a phonemic reference.

[ 3 used to indicate a phonetic reference.
[I 3 the colon is placed after vowels to indicate long

vowels.

C • 3 a dot after a vowel indicates half-long sound.
Q~ j indicates nasalization.

indicates aspirated sound.

indicates lack of aspiration.

this sign placed under a consonant indicates voice-

less sound.

shows glottalized stops.

the sign (,) indicates syllabication, as in [_vwátu?xj
mountain.

indicates labiolization.

indicates that the sound is unreíeased.

it is placed under a vowel to indicate that the

vowel is lower.

indicates the palatal /k/.

indicates the velar /!/.

Primary stress is indicated by a vertical line placed before

the stressed syllable. Secondary stress is indicated by a

vertical line (inferior) placed before the syllable as in

[U»K.1b3a.j)] blackboard.
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Although not a very large territory, the state reveals

language characteristics which differ radically between the

coastal line and the inland speakers.

It is well known that North Carolina is a region where

the r-less speech is universal. However, the central coast

still hears a marked retroflection of postvocalic /r/.

A striking difference between the speech of the coastal

population and that of the inland people is the treatment of

the diphtong /ai/ which is [âl] on the coast and [aí] before
voiceless consonants and [a.] before voiced consonants in
the inland.

Other features typical of the coastal line are:

- a fronting of the vowels /u/, /A/ and /U/.

- the pronunciation of /o/ which comes out as / eU/

The features listed below are common to speakers ali over

the state:

- final stops are unreleased.

- final t"1)] in participles cortes out as L~n J.
- initial \.sr] appears instead of [srj for some speakers.
- you ali or y'all are plural forms for vou.

- [ij stands for [t ] as in pin, pen, although not with
marked frequency on the Outer Banks Islands.

- words like sit, set and sat generally sound as if they were

only one word containing the sound 16J.
- fat J is usually prolonged to produce [.^ J or LaelJ
and sometimes (j36*)3 J

- the diphtong [alj comes out asj^lj .Although strange.the
variant is heard ali over the territory being more frequent

along the coastal line. Among the Irish settlers of the

Blue Ridge Mountains the variant changes to [i\l] or |_3IJ .
-The curious substitution of [alj for [aUj can also be heard
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ali over and careful studies done previously by a number of

researchers have proved it to be a deviation produced natu-

rally by many speakers.

- Already suggested by Kurath and McDavid L*u-J »Lfe üJ and
[aü J appears instead of [aUj with great frequency.

- A clear constriction of the mid central [3J is heard de-
termining the "r quality" given to the sound.

- [aj is more frequently heard than \&* J in unaccented
position in the end of a word.

Given the above descrlption, the researcher now hopes

that the following interview accomplish the expected results.

Let us now enter the world of an American English speaker

of North Carolina.

THE VOWELS

The vowels are studied in this paper according to

following distribution:

•' 1 i u *

e e.
S ò 0

* 4 P
0.

the

The mid front tense [e Jappears in Mary,[<Vtve..rT. |marry
|_Ve:rijand married [nrtve:rírj] as opposed to the mid front
lax[ t J in merry; [^rsf. rrj
Bat and bet are L\>t\ )and Lo^tJ t the first one showing a
sound between the mid front [d] and the low front [xJ.

This sound characterizes some words in which the sound [aej
could be expected, specially before /r/.

Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr., T/te Pnonunciation oi
Engliih in the Atlantic Statei {Ann Arbor: The University
of Michigan Press) maps 28 and 29.
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One of the clearest sounds in this informant's speech,

L*J is long in any environment, following the same pattern
as the long /a/. In some words it also seems to be lower.

Words like parents[pbá:Vl^ts J and attic [«••fi'Ç] are
examples. However, this sound is many times confusing sounding

like [& J , which makes it very difficult to distinguish.
[at ] is always nasalized specially befjore nasais Iovn, *\J .

Hajraner ['riK.-rtxa] apple fx.^ i) can't [^«.l-nt]
The mid central J_3 \ is dominant in stressed syllables in.
words 1^-ke: r' i
buttertbjfa] yolkLjjli]
butt[b3t] rooffròfj

[5] appears in third ,
third L^íelJ stirrup^tyap J
purse[pkJ5] forniturel.Ç5"M'9<3 J
sermon[5 yvAí"^ J
The schwaL? J substitutes this sound in unstressed syllables
and also appears instead of /r/ after vowels. See sermon and

butter.

The low back rounded [DJ in balm [bo^A-J and palm Cp p^vy]
becomes lower in bomb LoQ-'wv-^l-
The same rounded [D3 in caught [^ t»:t |becomes the unrounded
[a] m got [^a-.V]
The low front [».] in çab LA *: l)J becomes the low back (.0. ]
in sob (Vo/q] (
Notice that the length of the vowel is changed from It dv /
to LAcv.t]
The long [d-Jis, therefore, the dominant sound everywhere
as well Ai \jn,\ ];

hod [r/cuj] calf f|c;fc»:f]
hot [\»a.-.t'J cab [^-. |, J
cob í^tt.bi]
The low back rounded [p] is sometimes confused with the mid back
unrounded \?J in words like dog [/Jjq] and in some diphtongs
which will be described later in this paper.
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DIPHTONGS

Noticeable are the changing in the regular American

diphtong IAUJ shown as slow diphtong in ali positions but
changed into [d£ U J ,in most words like:
cow LK 3e.'U J house LKs2.'-usJ ,used before voiceless nasais
as in pounds |_f> j»:U^3 J and mountains I<Ktx..v?v^.Z Jand being
nasalized everywhere.

A second vari^ation is the diphtong L5UJ as in boatl Liul J
and in coat l\ 3\J t] gfiâJ;[a,3U t"*] and gs [^3 v).
This diphtong remains as a strong feature coming from the

British influence in the área.

Adiphtong[eí- J appears in dance LJex-K&J and çhair [^£I&*J
also being nasalized before nasal consonants.

1,33 J appears in theater L33 9L<2j
Other diphtongs are formed by the occurrence of a schwa in

postvocalic position substituting the /r/, while few triphtongs

are also noticed for the same reason. (See the study of /r/.)

The diphtong [ouJ is usually shorter than the dipthong Istu]
and very rarely occurs.

THE CONSONANTS

THE STOPS: The voiced stop /d/ is voiceless in final posi

tion as(in the following examples:

bread [brtcjl ,
spoiled[s'p3a \ Ĵ
boileafloaid1]
scrambled [s'lCr 56*^1)1 A]
forehead[^a^eoJ] ' *
haunted ['hD^ÍJ]
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wounded L^vv.-.xd r^ ]•
However, it sounds in some other words. Notice the final /ed/

of the verb forms, where the /d/ sound is usually voiceless.

The same /d/ is a flap in mid position between vowels, as in:
widow [v>xÇa J and ladder [l»fa ] .
The voiceless stop /t/ remains aspirated in front position,but

it is unreleased in final position in most of the words. There

is no regularity in the occurrence of these two stops.

Unreleased /t/ is found in: yeast.[U &t ] , chocolate
[tytVlífJ a™* closet [W^ltf
Aunt is one of the words in which the /t/ is produced:

- It becomes flap in mid position between vowels, like in:

put it on ,[bKuCiCa.<Vv,] r.
daughter [ J Q.. Ç» ) water l w«-• Ca J
latter [ l a»: Ca J saturday [-bX.: £aJ^J
- It remains as unaspirated /t/ in sister [sis-ta j and parents
lP^X: ri^ísJ and it is unreleased and followed by a glottal
stop in right ear low: Lratt ?la(louJ .
The voiceless bilabial stop /p/ is mainly unreleased in final

position. In isolated words it is sometimes pronounced but not

in a text or in free conversation.

syrup [sr^p1] stirrup ls't?at>1]

The (liquid /l/ is velar in final position: -•

l(L"tK<i5ll woolLuiij wail [weai J
PaÍJ whale [loedl ]

towel

oil

- It is not pronounced before the voiceless fricative /f/, the

voiced ^ilabial nasal /m/ and the voiceless stop /k/.

palm [y p:^ i yolk [ U it ]
balm [\ p.-vrv ] calf [V1*:^ ]

Notice that the bilabial nasal /m/ becomes voiceless in the

above examples in final position.

The /r/ sound is one of the strongest characteristics of

the informant, being the cause for many changes in the vowel
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quality of certain words. Professor Lúcia Morgan had studied

the dialect spoken in North Carolina and had pointed out some

of the major features of the pronunciation of students at

Chapei Hill and in the Outer Banks. According to this study,

most of the informante had a clear loss of the postsyllabic

/r/ which is substituted for/a/. The informant for this par

ticular study showed the following samples:

saturday [&3t; CaJaJ furniture [£$•* i\(aJ
morning [*vv\oa,v\,í')rj J scorched [sv-Od^x J
afternoon [êe.;^\ai'v\vx,.'»\l horse fnods 1
porch tb^oati] lawn mower Ll&U^VK 3d J
florida[Vlpd«Ja ] garden [c^CL:âà^]
The same occurs after the so called "vowel r words" in uns-

tressed position. Either the plain schwa [a J or the L3* J
is produced as a variation of the /r/ sound which does not

occur in postsyllabic position.

Examples are:

father [-Ca: JaJ flowers uÇl<13*s]
daughter [Jd: Ça ] butter[03'. Ç3J
sister [sjsta ] «a* [oi dar- ~\
shoulders ['JouJ*S] ladder (\^.£3 ]
theater [èS33 13 ]

The /r/ sound nas a great influence upon the preceding vowels.

The mid back rounded [°J is lower and not completely
rounded in:

four [^Qâ J moming[>\,oa'Y\,x'Y\ J
forty^oÇ-i] Porchfb^oaTJl
orangesI ortVtK1S J

It also changes the sound of the mid central 1$ \ in stressed
position where the /r/ is sometimes clear and sometimes very

short.

Observe the words:

chairltUi*! beard[bí.^j]



syrup [syap1 ] fumiture [fí^iip J
stirrup [&'t53 f J sermon [S3* **v »v\ ]

purse [f>USS ] girl [' t. £]
nursos
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Words like cemetery. american. dairv carry a mid front unround

ed in stressed syllables: |s3W\.3A «-ri I l^^i:ncavw |
|>r*]. L
The /r/ sound appears as labialized in front position in words

like:

room [rvOttO road[c3V4] roof [ca:^ 1

This aspect only occurs in the speech of educated people. As

the informant had been a student at Chapei Hill and at the time of

this interview was taking courses at Bali State University,

it is obvious that this sound occurs mainly for this reason

although the expected labiolized /g/ does not appear in her

speech.

Lawn mower and horse have a clear unrounded /0/ before /r/.

THE /TH/ SOUND:

The /t/ voiceless is not pronounced in words like: raoths

[iv\.PS J.it is unreleased in math [/Va*:9 J and path fbac.B I
and changed into /t/ in final position in mouth pí*3WlJ but
remains /th/ in teeth: ^H'6 ]

It is also changed into /s/ in the plural forms of:

lengthB [Uttt)*] sixths [siK.S J and twelfths [ttti£.(vs J
constituting the most irregular sound in Miss Reeves' speech.

For this reason, this sound has several variations in the

ordinal numbers, like:
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fifth

fourth [Vo^e]
eighth UlÔ ]
tenth[te*V 8]

The voiced /th/ changes into /d/ in mid position between

vowels like in father [JFtiuJ?] without [ wxja.vt ] ,
in final position as in with [_ WX: d J .

and
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FINAL NOTES

Few answers did not correspond to the expected word. How

ever these words do not show any dialectal difference. Anyway

they are listed here, with the correspondent equivalent:

condominiuns substituted for houses.

cow leather and real leather were said instead of genuine.

funeral service substituted for mourning.

Three words differed in pronunciation:

yase was pronounced [.VtX.ZJ which is considered unatural "or
snobbish by some scholars,and people.

sari was ^S^pá-J . No basis was found for this pronunfciatiop.
It seems to this researcher that the word was not known by the

informant.

aunt was (.CL^^J in isolation but it changed to L* '•'Vv^ J
in context. It is clear that the informant, like the residents

of her área, and also the residents of Ocracoke, keeps many of

the British features that incorporate the dialect of the region.

No difference was noticed between:

moming/mourning |/** oawvijft -1

ladeer/latter [ (.*'• C?3
pin/pen [p £:*]
horse/hoarse [ i\ Dp* sJ

Syllabication: this feature does not appear very frequently in

her speech, although some of the words carry it with final

nasais [m,n J and the liquid /!/ specially when a stop occurs
immediately after:
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garden M0.:^ «J^ J Bpple ÍWp \ J
mountainsf^vsèv ?"r\Z~l tableL\eiD (. j
room[Vul-/^]

To complete this work, the final list of words is given

here in transcription, in order to show the occurrences of

sounds when said in comparison to minimal pairs.

dog, log, fog[Jt>-$] [U^] Í^-^J
Mary, marry, merry j^xfc-.ri] ['WveiriJ ['VwtS-.flT
syrup, stirrup[s3'<?p')] [st^db1]
mourning, morningj\v\£à»w.í2j J [wvòíí^viM ]
broom, room [ tra:Tn] [^-.m]
horse, hoarse Lk^a5] [§03s]
a can, I can [ânt:il] [ü.r'K.3C.'̂ ]
card, cord, barred ['[íM^tJ] [^p^j] [td^j]
boy, buoy[|jvo3jj [|)U.l]
furry, hurry, worry [ f3.'H. J [, h3.ri j [wy.ri]
poor, pour, pore [boa] [phoa] [t^oal
scorch, porch [skS<9^] [V^aH]
mirror, dearer [tv\l'.raj LcH:r-aJ
caller, collar[kNt.U] [r^tV-U]
beer, dear[bja] [Jja]
scare, bare f$R£a] fbfc\?]
sorry, starry, story [$a.:r\r] [s'(ri'.nj ^5'torll
wore, was [v\>oy ] C^13^!
any, many, penny L&.lrtlj ['^".'ttt] LP^Ttl]
farmer, former,foreman [fdL3'rna'A^ l^^^al \ fia-wi *. 1
.whipping, whooping LWJpí«r\ \ ^vju.pt j
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CONCLUSION

After an analysis of this informant's speech, some of the

main features encountered were the following:

1. the occurrence of the long low back unrounded [^J before

liquids [l#rJ and voiced or voiceless stops [d, t, p, bj.

2. the diphtong [iV \ used instead of l0VJ in the examples

on page

3. the nasalization of L» J (see page 107) everywhere except

before the flap [>• J and in the words afternoon and apple

(front position)

4. the syllabication of the voiced bilabial nasal /m/ in room

and broom; the voiceless nasal /n/ after the voiced stop /d/

and the glottal [? J;the liquid /!/ after /p/ and /b/ (see
page

5. the lack of /r/ in postsyllabic position, either in isola-

tion or in context.

The list of words on page 114. shows the relationships

between sounds and it is useful to observe the following

occurrences:

1. the difference between: bov and buoy; car/cor/barredrsorry/

story/starry; wore/war; the noun can and the verb can;

2. the similarity between scare/bare; beer/dear; poor/pour/

pore; horse/hoarse; mórning/mourning, etc.
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